News Release
martinwolf Announces Two Promotions
Walnut Creek, CA, (May 16, 2017) – martinwolf | M&A Advisors is happy to announce the
promotions of Matthew Putzulu and Walter Yoon to Senior Associate.
Matthew holds a B.A. in History with Honors from UC Berkeley, where he was Managing Editor
of The Daily Californian. With his strong editorial background, he was first hired to support
martinwolf’s marketing initiatives in June 2012 as a Marketing/Communications Specialist.
He was promoted to Director of Marketing and Communications in Dec. 2014, and became
an Associate in July 2015. Today, in addition to supervising the company’s marketing and
intelligence initiatives, he is the Microsoft Dynamics coverage lead. Key transactions he has
been involved with include CSC’s (now NYSE:DXC) investment in Microsoft Gold
partner eBECS and the sale of Thrupoint’s US and International divisions to Acuative.
Walter first joined the firm as an intern analyst in Spring 2012. After graduating from Cornell
University with a B.S. in Applied Economics and Management, he was hired as an Analyst in
June 2012. Demonstrating tremendous work ethic, he has been an integral part of some of the
firm’s largest and most successful transactions. In his time at martinwolf, he has advised
several leading IT Solution and Service providers in their successful M&A transactions,
including Insight Enterprises (Nasdaq:NSIT) in its 2017 acquisition of Datalink (Nasdaq:DTLK);
Systemax in the Divestiture of its North American Technology Group to PCM (Nasdaq:PCMI);
and Oracle Platinum partner AST Corporation in its equity investment from Tailwind Capital’s.
martinwolf President Marty Wolf said, “They both are very dedicated, operate with the highest
level of integrity, and have shown tremendous growth. Both have unique skills and made
valuable contributions to the firm’s success."
Congratulations, Matthew and Walter!

About martinwolf
With offices in New York and the San Francisco Bay Area, martinwolf is a leading M&A Advisory focused
on middle market companies in the IT Services, IT Supply Chain, IT-Enabled Business Process
Outsourcing and Software as a Service (SaaS) space. Since 1997, our team has completed more than
150 transactions in over 20 countries and sold seven divisions of Fortune 500 companies.
martinwolf is a member of FINRA and SIPC. For more information, visit www.martinwolf.com.

